HEALTHCARE:
WHO SURVIVES?
SERVING CONSUMERS ON THEIR TERMS

WD Partners is a global customer
experience innovation firm, helping
clients to innovate their patient/
customer experiences and bring state
of the art brand and retail practices
to an evolving health and wellness
sector that is moving toward a retail
future. WD is a team of ‘Thinkers That
Do’ with integrated services including:
strategy & insights, experience design,
digital and A & E.

The family doctor’s office has been a
sacred institution for as long as we can
remember. Once you choose a doctor,
unless you experience a serious breach
in quality or you move or change
insurance, you stick with them. Despite
current satisfaction with primary care
physicians, loyalty is eroding, as can
be seen with younger consumers. And
every day, more competitors pop up
who could threaten the primacy of
primary care.
wdpartners.com
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TITLE

Visit any healthcare setting—an
outpatient clinic, the emergency
department,
a specialty
practice. One
Lorem ipsumordolor
sit amet
of the first questions on those endless
health history forms is always:

“Who’s your primary
care physician?”
Today, many of us still answer that
it’s the MD we’ve been seeing for years.
We answer it easily, reflexively, with
annoyance at being asked the same
question over and over again. The
family doctor has been a fixture in
medical practice for as long as
anyone can recount.
The industry has wanted it that way. Both
insurance rules and business practices
have positioned the primary care doctor
as the gateway to medical treatment
in the U.S. But now that model is being
challenged on all sides.
As health insurance premiums and
deductibles skyrocket, consumers are
paying more out of pocket for healthcare.

That’s creating an urgent demand for
lower cost options and ushering in a new
age of access and value in healthcare.
Add to the cost crisis the likelihood
that, if you don’t already have a primary
care physician (PCP), finding a new one
can be difficult. You could wind up on a
waiting list or your preferred doctor may
not be taking new patients. If you live in
a rural area, this problem is even more
severe; the shortage growing throughout
America found its way to farm country
years ago.
If you already have a PCP, your extremely
busy physician may be unavailable when
you get a bug or a backache. Increasingly,
a nurse practitioner or a physician
assistant (PA) is substituting for your
MD, as the U.S. grapples with physician
shortage. By 2030, American consumers
may need between 40,000 and 120,000
physicians who simply won’t exist.1 A
good chunk of that shortage? Primary
care physicians (PCPs). In the next
decade, we’ll feel the pain of a shortage
of up to 50,000 PCPs.

And those nurse practitioners and
PAs already filling these gaps just aren’t
working in doctors’ offices any
more. They’re also treating our
ailments in retail settings and urgent
care facilities. Neither of these
alternatives have yet come close to
the overwhelming popularity of the
traditional family practice. But they have
the potential to become serious PCP
competitors as we all demand greater
convenience for everything in our lives—
including healthcare.
As a result, the landscape for every day,
non-acute healthcare is evolving. We
wanted to more clearly understand what
that routine healthcare picture looks
like today—and how different it may look
in the future. We decided to study the
ways in which consumers are making
decisions about whom to visit when the
flu strikes, when they need their next
physical, or when they sprain a wrist or
an ankle. The findings show a significant
contrast between the needs of younger
versus older healthcare consumers.
And these differences give us a glimpse
into a future with a very different
healthcare landscape. One you need
to be prepared for.

In the next decade,
we’ll feel the pain of
a shortage of up to

50,000
PRIMARY CARE
PHYSICIANS
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Segmented Consumer
Sample

GEN Z
(ages 18–22)

MILLENNIALS
(ages 23–38)

WHAT WE STUDIED
We compared the ways in which consumers between
the ages of 18 and 80 use—and evaluate—three
different kinds of everyday healthcare providers:
retail clinics (those located inside a store such
as CVS Minute Clinic, The Little Clinic (Kroger),
Walgreens Healthcare Clinic, RediClinic, etc.), urgent
care facilities, and doctor’s offices, including those of
PCPs, general practitioners and family doctors.
For the purpose of this survey, “healthcare services”
referred to medical care for the routine maintenance
or improvement of health via the prevention,
diagnosis, and treatment of disease, injury, and
other physical illnesses.

The study included responses from
GEN X
(ages 39–54)

2,600

THE FINDINGS
We Still Love our Family Doctor
Yes, as we’ll demonstrate later, strong signals
tell us that the everyday healthcare landscape is
evolving. But let’s not get too far ahead of ourselves:
The primary care doctor is still at the top of the
perception heap. In other words, when most of us
think about preventing or treating routine ailments,
it’s our family doctor we want to visit. When in need,
a large majority (85%) of respondents considered
visiting a PCP, and 80% actually did. On average,
consumers still prefer their family doctors (77%)
and visit them most often of any of the service
provider types (78%).

BABY BOOMERS
(ages 55–73)

SILENT GEN
(ages 73+)

All respondents were the primary decision makers
for themselves, their children and/or their spouses,
and each received healthcare from at least one of the
above healthcare service platforms in the previous
six months.

PRIMARY CARE
PHYSICIAN

Why? Well, because of how we’ve traditionally
decided who to trust with our healthcare. Today,
the average consumer places the greatest
importance on quality of care, insurance, and
familiarity and trust with clinic staff when deciding
where to go for healthcare.
URGENT CARE

CONSUMERS

representative of the adult U.S. population

Healthcare Facilities
Researched

Speaking of Patients...
Let’s take this moment to start calling them
and treating them like consumers. When
considering all of the current and future
healthcare options people have, all providers
can make improvements if they treat people
like well-informed consumers who have
options, preferences, wants and needs.
RETAIL CLINIC

wdpartners.com
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Platform Decision Importance

In general, primary care providers deliver on what we say we value most in healthcare:
trust and familiarity.

Rate the importance of the following features based on your most recent visit.
(Level of importance ranked from most to least important)

Quality of care

23.4

Insurance coverage

19.7

Primary Care Physician
Why do you prefer visiting a primary care physician’s office?

primary
14.6
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We asked respondents open-ended
questions about why their selection is
their first choice. Respondents use the
words doctor, care, know and history
to describe a family doctor’s office. In
addition to having faith in the quality of
care they’re apt to receive from a PCP,
the average respondent clearly feels
their physician’s office knows them
personally—and has access to their
medical history. The research shows
that for the average respondent, being
known and understood trumps ease,
speed, and convenience.
wdpartners.com
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Top Reasons Consumers Chose Primary Care Physicians
Think about your most recent primary care physician’s office visit. Select any of the following
reasons for why you chose that place to receive healthcare services. (select all that apply)
(Cited by 15% or more)

Covered by insurance

61%

Good quality of care

54%

Healthcare professionals
I am familiar with

53%

Healthcare professionals I trust

52%

Convenient location

39%

Able to get appointment that fits
my schedule

38%

Services offered are appropriate
for the need or circumstance

34%

Appropriate amount of time spent
with healthcare professional

33%

Support staff is customer friendly

32%

Wait time in the treatment room
is reasonable

29%

Appointments are available as
soon as needed

25%

Reputation of services

25%

Right amount of wait time inside
facility to receive services

24%

Convenient service/
operating hours

24%

Fair pricing for services

17%

But look closely at the chart showing the top reasons
people choose PCPs and you’ll see that the most
important reason for the continued, overwhelming
dominance of the PCP isn’t a value, per se. It’s
a practicality. And that’s whether our provider
is covered by our insurance. As the industry is
organized today, the primary care provider is still
healthcare’s gatekeeper. However, the same data
also shows the weaknesses of primary care as a
choice for convenience, waiting and value factors.

In the Past
6 Months...

42%
Considered an
Urgent Care

THE COMING THREAT
TO THE PRIMARY CARE
PHYSICIAN
Choices are rapidly emerging to challenge the
PCP’s foothold on our routine care. When asked
which kind of provider was their “first thought
for healthcare,” only slightly more than half of
respondents (53%) named a PCP.

27%
Considered an
Emergency Department

If our first thoughts accurately predict our intentions,
the primary care clinic will not enjoy its current
dominance indefinitely.
Where might a future patient go instead? Urgent
care is next in line. In the past six months, 42%
considered going to an urgent care when they
needed healthcare. 27% considered an emergency
department (ED), and 18% considered a retail clinic.

18%
Considered a
Retail Clinic

0%

35%

70%
wdpartners.com
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Platforms Considered
Which of the following facilities did you consider for healthcare services
over the past 6 months?

85%

Those numbers are significant, and particularly so when we look to the future. Today, the
number of PCPs in the U.S. vastly outnumbers the alternatives. In 2010, there were 246,000
PCPs in America.2 Currently, there are only 7,600 urgent care clinics3 and less than half
that – only 3,000 – retail clinics.4 So it’s not surprising that only a little more than a quarter
of respondents actually visited an urgent care in the last six months. Given the small
number of urgent cares available to millions of healthcare consumers, this number shows
growing interest in urgent care as a serious PCP alternative.
The same is true for retail clinics. Only 12% of respondents visited a retail clinic, but don’t
let that figure mislead you into underestimating retail’s potential competitive position.
Given today’s relative scarcity of retail clinics, we see this number as meaningful. First
thoughts and actual visits to both urgent care and retail clinics point to a future that could
be quite healthy for PCP alternatives—depending on how healthcare leaders fashion their
businesses to meet consumers’ unmet needs.

42%

27%

FACILITIES IN THE U.S.
A primary care
physician’s office
18%

An urgent care facility

A hospital emergency room
5%
A retail clinic
2%

A healthcare service that delivers
its services at your home
Other facility

246,000

7,600

3,000

PRIMARY CARE
PHYSICIANS

URGENT CARES

RETAIL CLINICS

wdpartners.com
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Urgent Care Facility
Why do you prefer visiting an urgent care facility?

A Note on Emergency
Departments
We didn’t sort respondents by
insurance coverage or geographic
location. However, research has
long shown that patients without
insurance often visit emergency
departments (ED) for routine
problems, like flu symptoms.
Healthcare trends also suggest

OPPORTUNITIES ARE
EMERGING FOR
RETAIL CLINICS AND
URGENT CARE
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shortages are greater there and
there may be few urgent care
locations. Finally, the younger you
are, the more likely you are to have
an ED on your radar. Thirty-one
percent of millennials consider
an ED. Only 22 percent of Baby
Boomers do.

Those criteria are likely reasons why people who
visit retail clinics do so again and again. Almost half
(46%) of the respondents who said they’d visited a
retail clinic indicated they’d done so three or more
times in the last year. That’s higher than urgent
care repeat visitors (37%) and close to PCP return
visits (59%), despite PCP’s role in chronic condition
management— a value that PCPs demonstrate well.
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Consumers perceive retail and urgent care facilities
similarly—to varying degrees as being “convenient,”
“easy,” and “quick.” We asked respondents to tell
us their thoughts about why they most often use the
various healthcare alternatives. Word clouds clearly
show consumers consider urgent care clinics as
quick, easy places to get appointments and care.
Respondents see retail clinics similarly, calling them
convenient, easy, good and fast.
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PLATFORM COMPARISON SUMMARY

QUESTION

RETAIL CLINIC

URGENT CARE
FACILITY

PRIMARY CARE
PHYSICIANS

(12%)

(28%)

(80%)

46%

37%

59%

(% of respondents who used
platform in past 6 months)
VISITED 3 OR MORE TIMES
Ease and speed are real benefits
for today’s hurried consumers,
clearly helping convert onetime visitors into repeat visitors.
Leaders of retail and urgent care
businesses should feel good that
they are scoring well on these
customer values, especially
for younger consumers that
care deeply about making their
healthcare quick, easy and
convenient.

Over the past 12 months, about how many times
have you visited [ ] for yourself and those you
are the primary healthcare decision maker for?

TOP 3 REASONS FOR VISIT
Think about your most recent [ ] visit. Select any
of the following reasons for why you chose that
place to receive healthcare services for yourself
or those you are the primary healthcare
decision maker for (select all that apply)

37%

Walk-in appointments
are available

44%

Convenient location

61%

Covered by insurance

36%

Convenient location

43%

Walk-in appointments
are available

54%

Good quality of care

32

Covered by insurance

43

Covered by insurance

53

Healthcare
professionals I am
familiar with

65%

Convenience

70%

Convenience

80%

Insurance coverage

61%

Service availability

69%

Insurance coverage

76%

Quality of care

57%

Insurance coverage

68%

Service availability

76%

Healthcare staff

%

TOP 3 RANKED TOP BOX
RATINGS
Consider your most recent visit to a [ ] . How
would you rate this type of healthcare facility
for each of the following features? (on a scale of
1–7 where 1=Poor and 7=Excellent)

%

%

wdpartners.com
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BUT TIMES, THEY ARE
A-CHANGING:
HAZARDS AHEAD FOR
PRIMARY CARE
Today’s picture is fairly rosy for PCPs, who get higher Net
Promoter Scores (NPS) (the likelihood that a consumer
will recommend your business to others) scores in our
survey. But shadows loom. A generational divide threatens
to erode primary care loyalty. And it promises to boost the
growth of quality alternatives.

Here, we see a potential for PCP loyalty to fade: Younger consumers are dissatisfied with the
status quo. Because they care more about convenience, speed, and ease of access than do
Baby Boomers and the Silent Generation, Gen Z and Millennial respondents are frustrated
with slow, cumbersome PCP offices. When it comes to streamlining their routine healthcare,
they value service availability and speed of delivery more than Gen X, Baby Boomers and
Silent Gen.

Platform Decision Importance: Generation Comparison
Rate the importance of the following features based on your most recent visit.

As we said before, we love our family doctor. But the oldest
consumers—Baby Boomers and the Silent Generation—
love their PCPs the most.
Let’s pull this apart a little. There are clearly agerelated fault lines. Remember we said that the older
the consumer, the more they care about familiarity of
professional staff? Older patients have logical reasons
for considering PCPs first: the older the consumer, the
more complex their medical history. Barring insurance
obstacles, they’re more likely to go where they are known
and where they do not have to repeat lengthy medical
histories every time they walk in the door.
The same is not true for younger consumers. The younger
they are, the more likely that they haven’t established a
PCP, or if they have, they may have changed doctors due
to moves and employment-related work changes. Again,
logic dictates that for younger patients, familiarity and
history wouldn’t matter as much—making space for less
familiar alternatives who can better meet their needs
for convenience.

GEN Z
(ages 18–22)

MILLENNIALS
(ages 23–38)

GEN X
(ages 39–54)

BABY BOOMERS
(ages 55–73)

SILENT GEN
(ages 73+)

Gen X
Baby Boomers
Silent Gen

Younger –
Older

Label

Total

Gen Z
Millennials

Quality of care

23.4

21.3

24.6

-3.3

Insurance coverage

19.7

18.0

20.6

-2.6

Healthcare staff

14.6

13.7

15.0

-1.3

Reputation

9.2

8.6

9.6

-1.0

Price

8.6

9.1

8.2

0.9

Service availability

7.7

9.4

6.8

2.6

Menu of services

6.1

7.2

5.6

1.6

Convenience

6.1

6.7

5.8

1.0

Speed of delivery

4.5

5.9

3.8

2.1

wdpartners.com
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And maybe it’s because younger consumers care more about the “nuisance factor”
of healthcare that they are, well, grouchier about healthcare than their older
counterparts. Almost four out of five Boomers and Silent Generation respondents
are very satisfied with their healthcare. Not so for Gen Z; only 54% of them say
they’re that happy. Younger consumers also give far lower NPS scores to PCPs than
older consumers do.

Healthcare Satisfaction

Primary Care Physician: Net Promoter Score by Age

What is your level of satisfaction with the healthcare services you’ve received in the past 6 months?

How likely are you to recommend the primary care physician you most recently visited?

TOTAL

63%

TOTAL
GEN Z

MILLENNIALS

GEN X

BABY BOOMERS

SILENT GEN

54%

55%

62%

73%

79%

Top Box (8, 9 or 10)
1 - Not at all satisfied / 10 - Completely satisfied

35.1

GEN Z

MILLENNIALS

GEN X

BABY BOOMERS

SILENT GEN

-1.9

23.5

32.6

52.0

45.0

Net Promoter Score
0 - Not at all likely / 10 - Extremely likely

wdpartners.com
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Past 6 Months Used: Which of the following did you use for healthcare services over the past 6 months?

HOW TO PREPARE FOR HAZARDS
OF THE FUTURE
As we scrutinized the data by age, it became clear to us that PCP practices may
be thriving now (even though primary care doctors themselves are struggling with
burnout). But break down consideration, use, and preference among the three
different healthcare services platforms by age, and a significant pattern emerges.
Bluntly put, the younger you are, the more likely you are to consider and use a PCP
alternative—an urgent care (preferred) or a retail clinic. The younger you are, the
less likely you are to visit a PCP. And while most consumers still prefer a PCP over
either alternative, Gen Z and Millennials are more likely to say they prefer urgent
care or retail clinics than are older patients.
Broken down by age, the overall everyday healthcare picture changes: Nearly
three-quarters of Gen Z (72%) said they’d visited a retail clinic three or more times
in the last year, followed by Millennials at 52%, then Gen X at 27%, Boomers at
23% and Silent Gen at 0%.
These patterns point clearly to big changes ahead. For PCPs, the status
quo cannot hold. To be candid, older patients eventually die—and you must
replace them! For PCP leaders who aren’t looking ahead and willing to make
changes, that represents a significant challenge. Millennial and Gen Z
consumers are already indicating that they are likely to be swayed by more
convenient alternatives.

Total

Gen Z

Millennials

Gen X

Baby
Boomers

Silent
Gen

Primary care physician’s
office

80%

60%

70%

84%

92%

93%

An urgent care facility

28%

36%

35%

27%

19%

19%

A hospital emergency room

15%

14%

16%

15%

13%

16%

A retail clinic

12%

23%

19%

10%

5%

2%

3%

3%

4%

2%

2%

N/A

Label

A healthcare service that
delivers its services at
your home

Most Frequent Platform: Which of the following do you visit most often for your healthcare services?
Total

Gen Z

Millennials

Gen X

Baby
Boomers

Silent
Gen

Primary care physician’s
office

79%

53%

67%

83%

92%

94%

An urgent care facility

11%

21%

16%

9%

5%

4%

A retail clinic

5%

15%

9%

3%

1%

N/A

A hospital emergency room

3%

6%

4%

3%

1%

N/A

A healthcare service that
delivers its services at
your home

2%

5%

3%

1%

0%

N/A

Label

Preferred Platform: Which of the following do you visit most often for your healthcare services?
Total

Gen Z

Millennials

Gen X

Baby
Boomers

Silent
Gen

Primary care physician’s
office

77%

47%

68%

80%

90%

93%

An urgent care facility

10%

18%

13%

10%

5%

4%

A retail clinic

5%

13%

8%

3%

1%

N/A

A hospital emergency room

4%

11%

6%

2%

1%

N/A

A healthcare service that
delivers its services at
your home

3%

8%

4%

3%

1%

2%

Label

GEN Z
(ages 18–22)

MILLENNIALS
(ages 23–38)

GEN X
(ages 39–54)

BABY BOOMERS
(ages 55–73)

SILENT GEN
(ages 73+)

wdpartners.com
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In fact, we asked respondents whether, if they
could, they’d prefer to have all doctor visits
at home via phone, computer or in-home
devices. Not surprisingly, only 9% of the Silent
Generation agreed or strongly agreed. But
the youngest consumers liked the idea: About
40% of both Gen Z and Millennials agreed
or strongly agreed.
And their growing preference for at-home
convenience over receiving care is already
evident: The younger you are, the more likely
you are to skip going to the doctor because
you find it inconvenient. While few of the
Silent Generation do this (about 5%), more
than one in three Gen Z consumer agreed
or strongly agreed.
For Gen Z and Millennial consumers, unlike
for Baby Boomers and the Silent Generation,
a family doctor is not a default.
Of course, it’s hardly a slam-dunk that simply
because Millennials care more about ease
and convenience that they’ll choose your
clinic. Don’t rest on those efficiency laurels.
All healthcare consumers want accurate
diagnoses and high-quality treatment. It’s
just that younger consumers also prioritize
ease and speed of service and they’re more
willing than the traditional patient to consider
alternatives of all kinds.

Retail Clinic Frequency
Over the past 12 months, how many times have you
visited a retail clinic for healthcare services?

% visited 3 or more times
GEN Z

MILLENNIALS

GEN X

BABY BOOMERS

SILENT GEN

72%

52%

27%

23%

0%

GEN Z

MILLENNIALS

GEN X

BABY BOOMERS

SILENT GEN

56%

45%

27%

26%

22%

GEN Z

MILLENNIALS

GEN X

BABY BOOMERS

SILENT GEN

65%

59%

59%

58%

62%

TOTAL

46%

Urgent Care Frequency
Over the past 12 months, how many times have you
visited an urgent care for healthcare services?

% visited 3 or more times

TOTAL

37%

Primary Care Physician Frequency
Over the past 12 months, how many times have
you visited a primary care physician for
healthcare services?

% visited 3 or more times

TOTAL

59%

wdpartners.com
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PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN
OPPORTUNITIES
 rimary care physicians: Step up your
P
access; put the consumer first, and add
new services

PCP clinic leaders should not be surprised by this advice, but it’s so important that it bears
repeating: Now that urgent care and retail clinics are competing with you, you will need to
best them on their terms. If your competitors begin solving their perceived weaknesses in the
areas of quality, reputation and insurance coverage, they will pose formidable competition.

Top Reasons Consumers Did Not Choose
Primary Care Physicians
Think about your most recent primary care physician’s office visit. Select any of the following
reasons for why you chose that place to receive healthcare services. (select all that apply)
(Cited by 10% or more)

It takes too long to get an
appointment

22%

Wait time in the waiting room
at the facility is too long

20%

Walk-in appointments are not
available

20%

Unable to get an appointment
that fits my schedule

17%

Location is inconvenient

16%

Price of services are too costly

14%

Wait time in the treatment
room is too long

14%

Poor quality of care

13%

Fees or charges are unclear

11%

Healthcare professionals I
am not familiar with

10%

Inconvenient services/
operating hours

10%

Let’s look at why consumers didn’t consider visiting a PCP in the last six months:
Almost every objection concerned inconvenience and inefficiency. Respondents reported
their top three reasons for not visiting a PCP: it took too long to get an appointment; wait time
at the doctor’s office was onerous; and there were no walk-in appointments available.
On a more positive note, however, consumers are interested in getting a wide range of health,
wellness and specialty services at their doctor’s office — and they are giving them permission
to offer many new services. They’d rather go to their office, not to an urgent care or retail
clinic, to:
•

Treat a wide range of health conditions, from ear infections to skin disorders

•

Solve sleep and weight problems, among other wellness concerns

•

Get specialty care, such as blood tests, allergy and asthma care, and even
kidney dialysis.

To attract new consumers and increase patient loyalty, consider adding to your
menu of services.

0%

20%

40%
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Top Box Feature Rating – Urgent Care

URGENT CARE OPPORTUNITIES
 rgent care providers: Improve familiarity,
U
extend your services

While PCPs score highest overall in quality, care and trust, urgent care providers are still
seen as strong in quality. Where you are weak is in familiarity: The most common reason
respondents cited for not choosing an urgent care is “healthcare professionals I am not
familiar with (29%).” By definition, you don’t get to know patients and they don’t get to know
you. Seek more ways to introduce providers to your community and in other ways to create
this missing sense of familiarity. (Note that older patients are more likely to be deterred by
lack of familiarity than younger ones.)
Like retail clinics, although not so dramatically, urgent care providers have a way to
go to prove themselves. NPS are much lower for urgent care facilities than for PCPs.
Counterintuitively, these scores fall as patients get younger. The younger the consumer, the
more they care about wait times and high fees, so shorten wait times and become more
price-conscious.
Extending your range of services may also improve your attractiveness. In contrast to PCPs,
consumers aren’t interested in getting wellness services, such as treatment for sleep and
weight issues, at urgent care facilities. However, there are several services that for which
they would use urgent care. Consider expanding into the following areas:
•

Consider your most recent visit to an urgent care & rate the following features
(Rating 6 or 7 on a scale of 1=Poor to 7=Excellent)

Convenience

70%

Insurance coverage

69%

Service availability

68%

Quality of care

63%

Reputation

59%

Menu of services

57%

Healthcare staff

57%

Speed of delivery

55%

Price

53%

Getting specialized services including imaging (x-ray, MRI), testing (blood, DNA,
urine), and treating allergies and asthma.
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80%
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RETAIL CLINIC OPPORTUNITIES
Retail clinic leaders: Improve real and
perceived quality and efficiency

While consumers say they choose retail clinics for convenience, their experiences thus far
are not good. Of the three service options, only retail clinics have a negative NPS—meaning
consumers tell their friends and family not to go to a retail clinic they’ve visited. When
it comes to the net promoter score, urgent care facilities outperform retail clinics on all
measures, from quality of care to availability, speed, convenience, staff, insurance coverage
and price.
Despite the overall negative NPS, surprisingly, respondents said they’d be willing to consider
visiting a retail clinic for the following additional services:
•

Specialty services like testing (blood, DNA, urine) and treating allergies

•

To a lesser extent, respondents would consider getting nutrition, dietary,
weight management and massage services at a retail clinic.

•

There’s significantly more interest in expanded services among
younger consumers.

Is quality and convenience really a trade-off?
PCPs continue to enjoy an advantage, especially among
Gen X, Baby Boomers and the Silent Generation. The older a
consumer is, the more they care about the criteria at which PCPs
traditionally excel: quality of care, trust, familiarity (of staff) and
insurance coverage.
In order to maximize their potential and better compete throughout
the age spectrum, urgent care and retail facilities should
concentrate on improving their perceived quality of care. Putting
more effort into building relationships with consumers will also
pay off. Familiarity and trust, two of healthcare consumers’ most
important values, are built on relationships. PCPs score well on
these points. Retail and urgent care clinics have yet to get kudos from
patients on these attributes. These are areas ripe for opportunity.
And the opportunity is great, indeed, for those urgent and retail
clinics that improve their reputations for quality and trust. Why?
Because consumers are increasingly interested in convenience and
speed—which we’ve already seen are strengths of urgent care and
retail clinics. So strengthening perceptions of quality and trust rounds
out the picture for prospective customers. But there’s one other
reason why these alternative healthcare businesses have substantial
competitive potential: Consumers rate family doctors poorly on
convenience and speed.
Respondents see the value of urgent care and retail clinics similarly—
when they choose them, when they do so for convenience and related
criteria like ease and speed. To compete with each other, as well as
with PCPs, both types of providers need to improve their insurance
coverage, their perceived quality of care, their familiarity and their
reputations for quality. Currently, our respondents give retail clinics
low marks for quality dimensions.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Using our combined healthcare industry knowledge
and retail expertise, we developed five concepts
based on our observations to help understand what
consumers will want from their healthcare facilities.
Each of the tested concepts highlight a specific
facility benefit that we envision within future care
options. As a capstone to our research, the results of
the concept test amplify the research results.
Change is rapidly approaching. The new concepts
may feel radical to the healthcare world, but
consumers expect big changes across all industries.

CONCEPTS FOR
THE FUTURE
Now that we examined responses to today’s services
let’s look at what consumers want in the future.
As you’ll see, consumers desire changes in their
everyday healthcare experiences that will make
“going to the doctor” not simply more pleasant and
efficient, but more like what they experience in
retail and hospitality environments. Increasingly,
consumers reject feeling like patients at the mercy
of a cold and distant healthcare “system.” Instead,
they wish to be welcomed into a more comfortable,
caring environment that is also more efficient, high
tech and high touch.

We asked them to evaluate five different narrative concepts:

Speed &
Efficiency

Receive care immediately as you visit your primary care physician. From
the moment you enter the office, your vital signs are collected, and
your records updated. No need to fill out forms as your health records,
medical history and everyday activities are already securely stored and
confidentially available for your doctor. A technician quickly assesses
your needs and provides a complete plan of care for your visit.

High Touch

Visit your primary care doctor and spend less time waiting and as
much quality time with your doctor as you need. Have peace of mind
that you can access your care team 24/7, including holidays. Enjoy
complimentary coffee and beverages while you are checked on often in
the waiting area to make sure you are OK.

High Tech

Enter a high-tech doctor’s office experience that uses sophisticated
technologies to provide advanced diagnostics of your body, vitals and
condition. You and your doctor will continuously monitor your health
and wellness to see if your health is improving or declining in real-time.
Receive health alerts and messages on your phone to help you optimize
your health and wellness.

Environmental
Focus

Meet with your primary care “team” in an environment that feels like
you’re at a spa. Enjoy a personal-space with comfortable seating,
natural light and nature-like materials. Pleasant music and scents
are designed to relax your body, mind and spirit while you wait for your
appointment.

Concierge/
Subscription

Through a conveniently paid subscription, access a team of practitioners
who are trained to treat from a holistic lifestyle perspective to improve
your physical and mental wellbeing. Along with your membership, you
can meet with a practitioner as many times as you want.
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Comparing these descriptions, the concept emphasizing speed and efficiency had the highest
level of consumer interest, and it was perceived to be much better than current alternatives.

Similarly, when comparing the most appealing features across all concepts, immediate care
and minimizing wait times are most appealing to all consumers.

Interest & Comparison to Current Experience

Most Appealing Features Across All Concepts

(Top Box – Rating 8, 9 or 10 on a scale of 1–10)

Select the features and benefits that most appeal to you. (Select all that apply).

Interest: What is your level of interest in this concept if it were available to you? (on a scale of 1–10 where 1=Not at
all interested and 10=Extremely interested)
Comparison to Current Experience: Based on this description, how much does this concept compare to your
current experience with your healthcare professional? (on a scale of 1–10 where 1=Much worse and 10=Much
better)

50%

47%

40%

42%

30%

62%

53%

47%

44%

34%

Speed &
Efficiency
at PCP

High Touch

High Tech

Environmental
Focus

Concierge/
Subscription

Interest

Comparison to Current Experience

Receive care immediately

63%

Spend less time waiting

61%

As much quality time with your
doctor as needed

58%

Your health records, medical
history and everyday activities
are already securely stored

57%

No need to fill out forms

54%

You can access your care
team 24/7

53%

Your records updated

52%

Primary care team

52%

You and your doctor will
continuously monitor your health

51%

Advanced diagnostics of your
body, vitals and condition

50%
0%

35%

70%
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Exploring the dimensions
consumers value in
these future concepts,
we found opportunities in
the following areas:

TITLE

Speed &
Efficiency

High Touch

They want to...

They want to...

Environmental
Focus

Concierge/
Subscription

They want to...

They want to...

They want to...

Receive care immediately

Spend less time waiting to see
a health care provider

With their doctor as a
co-participant, continuously
monitor their health and
wellness to see if it is
improving or declining
over time

Meet with their primary care
team in “an environment that
feels like you’re at a spa”

Access to a holistic care team
that will help them improve
their physical wellbeing

63%

61%

51%

52%

46%

Have vital signs collected and
records updated from the
moment they enter the office

Get as much quality time with
their doctor as they need

Be treated in an office
that uses sophisticated
technologies to provide
advanced diagnostics of their
body, vitals and condition

Enjoy a personal space with
comfortable seating, natural
lighting and nature-like
materials

To be able to meet with a
practitioner as many times as
they want

57%

58%

50%

48%

45%

End the need to fill out forms

Be able to access their care
team 24/7 and on holidays

Receive phone-based alerts
to help them optimize health
and wellness

Relax their bodies, minds
and spirits while waiting in
an environment with pleasant
music and scents

Access a care team that will
help them improve their
mental wellbeing

54%

53%

46%

46%

36%

Lorem
ipsum
dolor sit amet
High
Tech
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As we’ve pointed out, there is room for
improvement, no matter whether you’re
running a primary care clinic, a retail
clinic or an urgent care facility. No one
will escape from the need to transform
care in at least one arena, and in the
case of retail clinics, in virtually all of
them. Even PCPs, who currently enjoy
a high degree of loyalty, must consider
fundamental changes in order to satisfy
the needs and desires of younger
consumers, which differ dramatically
from PCPs’ largely happy older patients.
Urgent care facilities have a great deal
of potential to build on their “middle
ground” — that is, they are perceived
as providing convenience and efficiency
without as much of the quality-of-care
sacrifice that is currently hurting the
reputation of retail clinics.
Many of our recommendations for
improvement may feel incremental, or
along an existing continuum: Become
more efficient, add to your breadth of
insurance coverage, and do everything
you can to improve both the quality of
and the perception of quality of care.
Reputation matters.
But the true future will be anything other
than incremental. In fact, it will be a
blending of concepts and a blurring of
today’s definitions of providers.

Providers that succeed will borrow
from each other’s strengths to create
entirely new and innovative ecosystems
of health.
These new ecosystems will stretch well
beyond the facility. To leverage advances
in technology for better health outcomes
and to meet the expectations of younger
consumers, this new ecosystem will
integrate home devices and services,
telemedicine, mobile tools, wearables,
and other emerging technologies.
In this way, the future of “routine”
healthcare will be anything but
routine. By blending today’s strengths
and moving to new models of healthcare
environments, relationships, and
high-tech, high-touch experiences,
providers can develop a truly
comprehensive care relationship with
consumers. Such a relationship offers
potential for better health outcomes
and improved satisfaction with, and
loyalty to, providers.
Designing and developing these
integrated experiences will require
deep insights into customer needs, the
intentional mapping and design of ideal
experiences, and the expertise to bring
these experiences to life in a seamless
and intuitive fashion.
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Thinkers That Do.
That’s us, and that’s what we offer...but what does that mean? Without new
ideas, we go nowhere, especially today. This applies to us and our clients. But
new ideas can’t live alone. If there are no actions to make them real, you will
have frustration when those ideas don’t happen. In other words, you can’t just
fake it, it has to be authentic and whatever you do you have to consistently
deliver results. Today, one size does not fit all. We want to be inspired. We want
to keep it real, it’s complex. The multitude of experiences that any brand needs
to convey and be able to call their own, converting old business models, solving
big problems with simultaneous deadlines. We do this by combining a business
and strategic framework supported by delivering innovation that amplifies and
simplifies those things that are unique to the specific client’s brand.

WayfinD is a bi-monthly
publication dedicated to the
future of consumer culture

Think–Do.
Our business, and our clients, call for us to embrace both thinking and doing–at
once. No matter our role, we need to understand the end-to-end process of our
work. Not just strategy. Not just architecture & engineering. The thinking part
and the doing part. That’s what makes us very unique. It’s who we hire and how
we train and what we become. It is not a catchy slogan for us, it’s simply us. At
WD, we are Thinkers That Do.

+1 888 335 0014

TalkToUs@wdpartners.com

wdpartners.com

subscribe at:
wdwayfind.com
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